diversitywealth
The DiversityWealth team has a wide range of cultural backgrounds, expertise, qualifications, and training skills with national and international experience.

who we are
ENRICH by partnering translate diversity with cultural agility™

what we do
EMPOWER your environment build powerful productivity tools: understanding, trust & respect™

how we do it
WORK with you and for you listen, assess & tailor measure results for continual success

DiversityWealth matches the best mix of consulting and training talent with every client project, along with staff who ensure support systems are strong and adaptable to changing needs.

Our mission is to engage everyone in their full potential.

We provide powerful tools
- Quality collaborative partnership
- Respected culture, diversity, and inclusion leaders and subject-matter experts
- Global mindset and capability
- Flexibility and speed

DiversityWealth translates diversity with cultural agility™
Everyone shares responsibility for building healthy, productive work environments. This shared responsibility demands a greater investment from supervisors, managers and leaders.

Listen, Assess & Tailor
We use your organization’s policy and values as the basis for our work. We partner with you to design training that demonstrates respect, increases communication and productivity.
understanding culture: communication, respect & trust equals success™

The trainer’s subject-knowledge was clearly deep and thorough. The cross-cultural training was highly interactive and enjoyable. No questions were off-limits, which created a learning environment that was warm and engaging. Most importantly, staff found the training content practical and immediately useful as we moved forward and began the engagement.

Global Program Manager,
Healthcare Organization

Contact Us
17330 Preston Road, Suite 200 D
Dallas TX  75252

Office: 972.386.9292
info@DiversityWealth.com
www.DiversityWealth.com

DiversityWealth is a certified Woman Owned Business.